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ABSTRACT: In social groups composed of kin, inclusive fitness benefits can favor greater cooperation. Alternatively, cooperation can be enforced through the policing of less cooperative individuals. Here, we show that the effect of policing can be twofold: not only can it directly suppress individual selfishness, it can also entirely remove the incentive for individuals to act selfishly in the first place. We term such individual restraint in response to socially imposed policing "acquiescence" and illustrate the concept using examples drawn from the social Hymenoptera (the ants, bees, and wasps). Inclusive fitness models confirm that when a policing system is in place, individuals should be less tempted to act selfishly. This is shown to have important consequences for the resolution of conflict within their societies. For example, it can explain why in many species very few workers attempt to reproduce and why immature females usually do not attempt to develop as queens rather than workers. Although our analyses are primarily focused on the social insects, our conclusions are likely to be general and to apply to other societies as well.
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Nonclonal individuals within social groups frequently have dissimilar reproductive interests, leading to conflict (Ratnieks and Reeve 1992; Hamilton 1995; Frank 1998; Keller 1999). Conflicts of interest can arise at all levels of social organization, from intragenomic and intercell lineage conflicts within organisms (Hurst et al. 1996; Michod 1999; Pomiankowski 1999) to parent-offspring and interindividual conflicts in families and societies (Trivers 1974; Trivers and Hare 1976; Hamilton 1995; Queller and Strassmann 1998). In social groups, where all individuals are affected to a greater or lesser extent by the behavior of others, conflict is usually detrimental because individuals who serve their own selfish interests reduce group productivity (Hardin 1968; Frank 1995; Heckathorn 1996). However, conflict-induced social collapse is not inevitable because conflicts are often absent or else efficiently resolved (Ratnieks and Reeve 1992).

One situation where conflicts are reduced occurs in groups composed of kin. Greater genetic relatedness between group members increases their similarity of interests, thereby reducing the potential for conflict ("kin selection"; Hamilton 1964, 1995; Maynard Smith 1964; Frank 1998). Social policing, whereby group members mutually suppress each other’s selfish tendencies, is another important mechanism that can resolve conflict (Ratnieks 1988; Frank 1995, 1996, 2003). Policing is usually envisaged as some coercive behavior that directly represses individual selfishness (Leigh 1991; Frank 1995, 2003), for example, individuals forcefully preventing the overuse of common resources (Hardin 1968; Leigh 1991; Frank 1995; Ostrom 1999; Ostrom et al. 1999). Additionally, policing can also describe situations where selfish individuals are prevented from being successful. For example, in insect societies, workers often eat or “police” eggs laid by other workers (fig. 1; Ratnieks 1988; Ratnieks and Visscher 1989). Egg eating does not prevent selfish workers from laying more eggs, but it does prevent them from successfully reproducing, thereby maintaining the reproductive monopoly of the queen (Ratnieks 1988; Ratnieks and Visscher 1989).

The above examples emphasize the direct influence of policing. However, policing could also play an additional and important role in resolving conflicts by indirectly mak-
Figure 1: Two forms of social policing in the social Hymenoptera. a, Policing of worker-laid eggs in the honeybee *Apis mellifera* (Ratnieks and Visscher 1989). b, Execution of a dwarf queen (left) that developed in a worker cell in the stingless bee *Schwarziana quadripunctata* (Ribeiro and Alves 2001; Wenseleers et al. 2003, 2004b). See text for explanations. Photos by F. L. W. Ratnieks (a) and T. Wenseleers (b).
ing it unprofitable for individuals to act selfishly. For example, if eggs laid by workers are eaten, then this may select against workers activating their ovaries in the first place. We name this “acquiescence,” that is, a situation in which individuals are selected to conform to social norms and regulations that are enforced against transgressors. Although the possibility that policing can indirectly reduce selfishness and favor greater cooperation has been alluded to several times (e.g., Ratnieks 1988; Visscher 1989; Ratnieks and Reeve 1992; Frank 2003), this idea has never been analyzed formally. The aim of this article is to make a formal analysis of acquiescence and to determine, for a variety of scenarios, when individuals are better off if they do not resist policing. Our analyses explicitly investigate the two main types of policing in social insects, which are also among the best-studied examples of policing in the animal kingdom: policing of egg-laying by workers, that is, the prevention of male production by workers (fig. 1; Ratnieks 1988; Ratnieks and Visscher 1989; Foster and Ratnieks 2000, 2001c), and caste-fate policing, that is, the prevention of immature females from successfully developing into queens rather than workers (fig. 1; Bourke and Ratnieks 1999; Wenseleers et al. 2003; Wenseleers and Ratnieks 2004). The details of each will be discussed below. Although we focus on social insects, we argue that the evolution of acquiescence within social systems is a general process that can reduce conflict and promote cooperation in many other social situations.

Results

Worker Sterility as Acquiescence

In the social Hymenoptera, male production is one of the most important contexts in which conflict can arise. In the majority of species, including most ants, Apis honeybees, Meliponinae stingless bees, and Vespinae wasps, workers retain ovaries even though they cannot mate (Wilson 1971; Bourke 1988). Through the haplodiploid sex determination mechanism found in the Hymenoptera, these workers can lay unfertilized, male-destined eggs and thereby challenge the reproductive primacy of the queen. From an inclusive fitness perspective, worker reproduction is beneficial at the individual level (Hamilton 1964; Trivers and Hare 1976), because any worker is more related to her own sons (r = 0.5) than to her brothers, the queen’s sons (r = 0.25). However, if the queen mates multiple times, as occurs, for example, in the honeybee (Palmer and Oldroyd 2000), then workers are on average more related to queen’s sons (r = 0.25) than to other workers’ sons (full- and half-nephews; r < 0.25). This favors workers to selectively remove or “police” eggs laid by other workers (fig. 1; Ratnieks 1988). Worker policing can also be favored, even when paternity is below two, if it increases colony efficiency (Ratnieks 1988) or if it allows the workers to bias the sex ratio toward females (the worker optimum; Trivers and Hare 1976) at low cost by the removal of males in the egg stage (Foster and Ratnieks 2001b). The queen, from her perspective, always favors the production of her own sons (r = 0.5) over workers’ sons (her grandsons; r = 0.25). Hence, the queen is also selected to eat worker-laid eggs (queen policing; Trivers and Hare 1976; Ratnieks 1988) or to assist in worker policing by marking her eggs with a specific signal (Ratnieks 1995).

Both queen and worker policing are widespread. Worker policing via egg eating is known in several species each of honeybees (fig. 1; Ratnieks and Visscher 1989; Halling et al. 2001; Oldroyd et al. 2001), Vespinae wasps (reviewed in Foster and Ratnieks 2001c), and ants (Kikuta and Tsuji 1999; D’Ettorre et al. 2004; Endler et al. 2004). Queen policing by egg eating occurs in ants (Monnin and Peeters 1997; Kikuta and Tsuji 1999; Monnin et al. 2002), bumblebees (Free et al. 1969; Pomeroy 1979; Cnaani et al. 2002), Dolichovespula and Vespula rufa wasps (Greene 1979; Foster and Ratnieks 2001c; Wenseleers et al. 2005a, 2005b), Polistes paper wasps (Fletcher and Ross 1985; Reeve 1991), and the halictid bee Lasiglossum zephyrum (Michener and Brothers 1974).

Policing can be highly effective. For example, in the honeybee, Apis mellifera, approximately 7% of all male eggs are laid by workers (Visscher 1996), yet only 0.1% of all adult males are worker derived (Visscher 1989). This implies that approximately 99% of all worker-laid eggs are
Table 1: Notation and parameters used in the models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model in &quot;Worker Sterility as Acquiescence&quot;:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>Colony size (number of workers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_f$</td>
<td>Total number of males produced by a focal worker in a colony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_n$</td>
<td>Total number of males produced by each of the $n - 1$ nestmates in the colony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_q$</td>
<td>Total number of males produced by the queen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{mq}$</td>
<td>Total number of queens or swarms produced by the colony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>Probability with which a focal worker in a colony activates its ovaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x'$</td>
<td>Probability with which each of the $n - 1$ nestmates activates its ovaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
<td>Colony average probability with which workers activate its ovaries $= (1 - n)x + \left[ \frac{(n - 1)}{n} \right]x'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X$</td>
<td>Population average proportion of laying workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X^*$</td>
<td>Evolutionarily stable strategy proportion of reproductive workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>Population-wide proportion of males that are worker produced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>Fecundity of the queen in terms of male production relative to a single reproductive worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Survival of worker-laid eggs relative to queen-laid eggs (declines when they are selectively killed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>Effectiveness of policing (selective eating of worker eggs) $= 1 - S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Life-for-life relatedness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model in "Acquiescence to Caste Fate":

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>Number of worker cells present at any one time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>Number of queen cells present at any one time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_f$</td>
<td>Expected fitness of a female in a worker cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_n$</td>
<td>Expected fitness of each of the other $n - 1$ females in worker cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_q$</td>
<td>Expected fitness of a normal queen developing from a queen cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_m$</td>
<td>Total number of males produced by the colony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y$</td>
<td>Probability with which a focal female in a worker cell develops as a queen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y'$</td>
<td>Probability with which each of the $n - 1$ other females in worker cells develops as a queen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{y}$</td>
<td>Colony average probability with which female larvae in worker cells develop as queens $= (1 - n)y + \left[ \frac{(n - 1)}{n} \right]y'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y$</td>
<td>Population average probability of developing as a queen when in a worker cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y^*$</td>
<td>Evolutionarily stable strategy probability of developing as a queen when in a worker cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Survival of small queens relative to normal queens (declines when they are selectively killed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>Effectiveness of policing (selective elimination of queens developing in worker cells) $= 1 - S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_c$</td>
<td>Life-for-life relatedness to sister queens reared in the colony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_m$</td>
<td>Life-for-life relatedness to males reared in the colony</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Policing and Acquiescence in Insect Societies

Does this high policing effectiveness reduce the incentive for workers to lay eggs, as several authors have suggested (e.g., Ratnieks 1988; Visscher 1989; Ratnieks and Reeve 1992)? For example, could it explain why so few workers in queenright colonies (approximately 0.1%–0.01%) have active ovaries (Ratnieks 1993)? If so, this would be a good example of acquiescence.

The following model investigates whether effective policing can cause acquiescence. Let $n$ be the number of workers in the colony, $S$ the survival of worker-laid male eggs relative to queen-laid male eggs (which is reduced by both queen or worker policing but unaffected by random egg mortality), and $q$ the fecundity of the queen relative to a single reproductive worker in terms of laying male eggs. Assume that a focal worker in a colony activates her ovaries to lay eggs with probability $x$ and that each of its $n - 1$ nestmates activate their ovaries with probability $x'$ so that the colony contains $nx$ egg-laying workers, where $\bar{x}$ is the average probability with which workers activate their ovaries, $\bar{x} = \left( \frac{1}{n} \right)x + \left[ \frac{(n - 1)}{n} \right]x'$. We can now write the total number of males produced by this focal worker and by each nestmate worker as

$$W_f = G(\bar{x}) \times \frac{xS}{nxS + q},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$W_n = G(\bar{x}) \times \frac{x'S}{nxS + q},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $G(\bar{x})$ is the colony productivity (total number of
males reared) as a function of how many laying workers there are in the colony (egg-laying workers generally perform less work and so decrease total colony productivity; Michener and Brothers 1974; Landolt et al. 1977; van Honk and Hogeweg 1981; Ward 1983; Cole 1986; Hilleshjem et al. 1989; Reeve 1991; Monnin and Peeters 1999; Hartmann and Heinze 2003). The following term represents the proportion of all males that are workers’ sons. That is, the total number of sons of the focal and other workers that survive policing (xS or x’S), divided by all surviving males, which includes both workers’ sons (n×S) and queen’s sons, laid in proportion to the relative rate q at which these are produced. For simplicity, we will assume that worker reproduction linearly reduces colony productivity, that is, \( G = 1 - x \).

By a similar argument, the total number of males produced by the queen is

\[
W_{mq} = G(x) \times \frac{q}{nXS + q}.
\]  

Finally, the total amount of female reproduction by the colony (winged queens, or swarms for swarm-founding species such as honeybees) is also a decreasing function of \( x \). For simplicity, we assume that worker reproduction reduces queen and male production equally. Hence, the total number of queens or swarms produced is

\[
W_q = G(x) = 1 - x.
\]  

To calculate the evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) proportion of workers who activate their ovaries we need to calculate the inclusive fitness gained by a focal worker who has a marginally greater probability of reproducing than other workers. This can be calculated following Frank (1998) as

\[
\frac{\partial W_q}{\partial x} \Bigg|_{x = x'} \times n_{ons} + (n - 1) \times \frac{\partial W_q}{\partial x} \Bigg|_{x = x'} \times R_{nephew}
\]

\[
+ \frac{\partial W_q}{\partial x} \Bigg|_{x = x'} \times R_{brother} + \frac{\partial W_q}{\partial x} \Bigg|_{x = x'} \times R_{sister}.
\]

This is a Hamilton’s rule condition (Hamilton 1964) in which the derivatives measure how greater reproduction by the focal worker affects the production of various classes of kin (sons of the focal worker, nephews produced by the \( n = 1 \) nestmate workers, and brothers and sisters produced by the mother queen; Frank 1998). The \( R \) values are the life-for-life relatednesses to each class of offspring. The derivatives are evaluated for the case where the workers’ behavior approaches that of the rest of the population, \((x, x' \to X)\), because we need to determine the invasion condition for a mutant that is only marginally different in phenotype from the common type (Frank 1998). Life-for-life relatedness is the product of regression relatedness, a measure of the proportion of genes the recipient has in common with the actor relative to a random individual and sex-specific reproductive value, a measure of the genetic contribution of a given sex to the future gene pool (Pamilo 1991). Hence, the \( R \) values can be expanded to

\[
R_{son} = r_{son} \times \nu_n = 1 \times \nu_n, \quad R_{nephew} = r_{sister} \times \nu_n, \quad \text{and} \quad R_{brother} = r_{brother} \times \nu_n = (1/2) \times \nu_n,
\]

where \( \nu_n \) is the relative reproductive value of males to females, which is \( 1/(2 - \psi) \), where \( \psi \) is the population-wide proportion of males that are workers’ sons (Pamilo 1991). In our case, it can be seen that \( \psi = nXS/(nXS + q) \), where \( X \) is the average proportion of laying workers in an average colony in the population.

An evolutionarily stable strategy (Maynard Smith 1982) occurs when there is no net inclusive fitness gain from increased or decreased worker reproduction; that is, when equation (5) = 0. Calculating the partial derivatives (see the Mathematica notebook) and solving for \( X \) shows that this occurs when the proportion of laying workers is

\[
X^* = \frac{-B + \sqrt{B^2 - 4AC}}{2A},
\]

with

\[
A = 2nXS(1 + R_{sister}),
\]

\[
B = 2S[q(1 - n - R_{sister} + 4nR_{sister}) + (n - 1)n(1 - R_{sister})S],
\]

\[
C = q[n(1 + 4R_{sister}) - nS].
\]

Because effective policing reduces the survival of worker-laid eggs, we can substitute \( 1 - P \) for \( S \) in the above equation, where \( P \) is the effectiveness of policing. The ESS proportion of laying workers increases under three conditions: first, with lower relatedness among sisters because low sister-sister relatedness increases the relatedness gain of replacing nephews by sons (cf. Bourke 1988); second, with greater colony size because competition over male production will then primarily be with other workers rather than with the queen; third, with increasing male egg production by the queen (the reverse argument). Importantly, the ESS proportion of laying workers declines as the effectiveness of the policing increases (fig. 2a). Intuitively, this is because the benefit to a worker of laying (\( \partial W_q/\partial x \mid_{x \to X} \)) declines when fewer of her eggs are reared. This supports the idea that policing of worker-laid
Acquiescence in the context of conflict over male parentage. 

**a)** Evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) proportion of egg-laying workers (eq. [6]) as a function of the relative probability \( P \) with which worker-laid eggs are killed (policed) relative to queen-laid eggs. The curves are drawn for parameter values that apply to worker policing in the honeybee *Apis mellifera* (1, multiple mating, \( r = 0.3, n = 35,000 \) workers, relative queen fecundity \( q = 25 \)), the common wasp *Vespula vulgaris* (2, double mating, \( r = 0.51, n = 3,000 \) workers, relative queen fecundity \( q = 25 \)), and the European hornet *Vespa crabro* (3, mostly single mating, \( r = 0.67, n = 400 \) workers, relative queen fecundity \( q = 2.5 \)), and to queen policing in *Dolichovespula maculata* (4, single mating, \( r = 0.75, n = 180 \) workers, relative queen fecundity \( q = 2.5 \)). Note how the ESS declines as the efficiency of policing approaches 100%. For example, for *P > 99.8%* in honeybees and for *P > 97.7%* in the hornet, it becomes unprofitable for any worker to reproduce. This shows that policing can select for workers to completely refrain from egg laying. Parameter values are from Seeley (1985), Ratnieks (1993), Foster and Ratnieks (2001a), Foster et al. (2002), and T. Wenseleers (unpublished data).

**b)** Critical efficiency of policing required to favor complete worker sterility as a function of sister-sister relatedness and for different \( n : q \) ratios (colony size:relative queen fecundity).

**Figure 2:** Acquiescence in the context of conflict over male parentage. 

*Figure 2:* Acquiescence in the context of conflict over male parentage. 

*Figure 2a:* Evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) proportion of egg-laying workers (eq. [6]) as a function of the relative probability \( P \) with which worker-laid eggs are killed (policed) relative to queen-laid eggs. The curves are drawn for parameter values that apply to worker policing in the honeybee *Apis mellifera* (1, multiple mating, \( r = 0.3, n = 35,000 \) workers, relative queen fecundity \( q = 25 \)), the common wasp *Vespula vulgaris* (2, double mating, \( r = 0.51, n = 3,000 \) workers, relative queen fecundity \( q = 25 \)), and the European hornet *Vespa crabro* (3, mostly single mating, \( r = 0.67, n = 400 \) workers, relative queen fecundity \( q = 2.5 \)), and to queen policing in *Dolichovespula maculata* (4, single mating, \( r = 0.75, n = 180 \) workers, relative queen fecundity \( q = 2.5 \)). Note how the ESS declines as the efficiency of policing approaches 100%. For example, for *P > 99.8%* in honeybees and for *P > 97.7%* in the hornet, it becomes unprofitable for any worker to reproduce. This shows that policing can select for workers to completely refrain from egg laying. Parameter values are from Seeley (1985), Ratnieks (1993), Foster and Ratnieks (2001a), Foster et al. (2002), and T. Wenseleers (unpublished data). *Figure 2b:* Critical efficiency of policing required to favor complete worker sterility as a function of sister-sister relatedness and for different \( n : q \) ratios (colony size:relative queen fecundity).
eggs selects for self-policing or acquiescence (Ratnieks 1988; Visscher 1989).

If the effectiveness of policing is high enough, workers are selected to completely refrain from egg laying. That is, all workers acquiesce by showing complete reproductive restraint. The conditions under which this should occur can be determined by evaluating costs and benefits of worker reproduction in a population where worker reproduction is absent, that is, \( X = 0 \). Substitution of \( X = 0 \) in equation (5) shows that worker laying can only invade when

\[
S \times (R_{\text{son}} - R_{\text{brother}}) - \frac{1}{n} \times R_{\text{brother}} - \frac{1}{n} \times R_{\text{sister}} > 0. \tag{7}
\]

This equation has the intuitive interpretation that a single layering worker in a colony would replace a fraction \( S/q \) of the queen’s male eggs by sons but would diminish total colony reproduction by \( 1/n \) if it did no work. From equation (7) it is clear that complete reproductive restraint occurs when the survival of worker eggs is lower than

\[
S_{\text{crit}} = \frac{R_{\text{brother}} + R_{\text{sister}}}{(n/q)(R_{\text{son}} - R_{\text{brother}})} = \frac{1/4 + R_{\text{sister}}}{(n/q)(1/4)} = \frac{1 + 4R_{\text{sister}}}{(n/q)} \tag{8}
\]

or when the effectiveness of policing \( P = 1 - S \) is greater than \( 1 - S_{\text{crit}} \). The critical policing effectiveness required for complete worker acquiescence under different degrees of relatedness among workers and for different \( n \) to \( q \) ratios are shown in figure 2b.

Figure 2a illustrates numerically how policing reduces the ESS proportion of egg-laying workers for parameter values that apply to three well-characterized systems of worker policing—the honeybee \( Apis mellifera \) (Ratnieks and Visscher 1989), the common wasp \( Vespula vulgaris \) (Foster and Ratnieks 2001a), and the European hornet \( Vespa crabro \) (Foster et al. 2002)—and one system of queen policing, in the wasp \( Dolichovespula maculata \) (Greene 1979). All four species have very low levels of worker reproduction, with <2% of the workers having active ovaries (Ratnieks 1993; Foster and Ratnieks 2001a; Foster et al. 2001, 2002). It is clear from our analysis that such low levels of worker reproduction must be evolutionary responses to policing and not to kinship alone. Queens in both the honeybee and the common wasp are polyandrous (Palmer and Oldroyd 2000; Foster and Ratnieks 2001a), which reduces relatedness among female offspring (\( Apis, r = 0.3 \), Palmer and Oldroyd 2000; \( V. vulgaris, r = 0.5 \), Foster and Ratnieks 2001a). The model predicts that with such relatedness values and in the absence of policing, a very high proportion of the workers should reproduce: \( \sim 56\% \) in \( Apis \) and \( \sim 33\% \) in \( Vespula \). Similarly, the optimum proportion of reproductive workers, in the absence of policing, would be \( \sim 19\% \) in \( Vespa crabro \) and \( \sim 14\% \) in \( Dolichovespula maculata \) (fig. 2a). The much smaller observed proportion of reproductive workers in these species, \( <2\% \) (Ratnieks 1993; Foster and Ratnieks 2001b; Foster et al. 2001, 2002), is probably a response to the effective policing that occurs in these species (fig. 2a).

### Acquiescence to Caste Fate

In social Hymenoptera, social policing can also occur in other areas of reproduction besides male production, including the conflict over female caste fate (Bourke and Ratnieks 1999; Ratnieks 2001; Wenseleers et al. 2003). Advanced eusocial species are characterized by the presence of a caste system in which immature females irreversibly develop as one of two morphologically distinct castes, queen or worker (Wilson 1971). Because queens have much greater reproductive potential than workers, an immature female generally benefits from developing as a queen rather than as a worker (Bourke and Ratnieks 1999; Ratnieks 2001; Reuter and Keller 2001; Strassmann et al. 2002; Wenseleers et al. 2003). However, her fate is normally out of her own control, being socially imposed by the amount or quality of food she is fed as a larva by the adult workers (Wheeler 1986; Bourke and Ratnieks 1999; Beekman and Ratnieks 2003; Beekman et al. 2003). The prevention of individuals from selfishly developing as queens is referred to as caste-fate policing (Wenseleers et al. 2003).

But why should developing females accept the fate imposed on them and develop as workers in response to reduced feeding? In several stingless bee genera, females reared in worker cells overcome feeding control by developing as worker-sized “dwarf queens” (reviewed in Engels and Imperatriz-Fonseca 1990; Imperatriz-Fonseca and Zucchi 1995; Wenseleers et al. 2003, 2005c). In this way, they can successfully circumvent caste-fate policing. Similarly, in many ant species, females can sometimes develop as small intercaste queens (Heinze 1998). Given the immature females in some species can overcome caste-fate policing, why should females acquiesce to their imposed feeding regime and not develop as dwarf queens in all species?

One likely reason is that a dwarf queen may not get the full reproductive benefit of a normal-sized queen. Indeed, in the stingless bee \( Schwarziana quadripunctata \), dwarf queens are less fecund than normal queens (Ribeiro and Alves 2001; Wenseleers et al. 2005c). If the lifetime fe-
curdity of dwarf queens were less than 75% that of normal queens, then under single mating and monandry, it is better to develop into a worker than into a dwarf queen because producing 100% of a full sister’s offspring (r = 0.375) would be as good as producing 75% as many one’s own offspring (r = 0.5). This cost of becoming a dwarf queen could select against cheating and favor females to acquiesce to their intended worker fate.

An additional condition under which acquiescence may be expected is when queens compete locally, as occurs in species with swarm-founded colonies such as honeybees and stingless bees. In swarm-founding species, queens reared in worker cells would probably have a competitive disadvantage over normal-sized queens, particularly if workers prefer normal rather than undersized queens to head new swarms or if dwarf queens have a reduced fighting ability. Worker discrimination against dwarf queens appears to occur in *S. quadrupunctata*. Whereas large queens are preferentially stored in special “queen prison” cells, potentially to head a colony at a later date (Imperatriz-Fonseca and Kleinert-Giovannini 1989; Imperatriz-Fonseca 1990), most dwarf queens are eliminated by the workers (Imperatriz-Fonseca and Kleinert-Giovannini 1989; Imperatriz-Fonseca 1990; Wenseleers et al. 2005c). Consequently, the proportion of dwarf queens heading colonies (22%) is much lower than the rate at which they are reared (86%, Wenseleers et al. 2005c).

Could discrimination against dwarf queens by workers make developing as a dwarf queen less rewarding, similar to the way that egg policing makes it less rewarding for workers to lay eggs? To investigate this, consider the following model, which is an extension of a previous model (Wenseleers et al. 2003).

Let \( n \) and \( q \) be the number of worker and queen cells present at any one time in the colony and \( S \) be the survival of dwarf queens reared in worker cells relative to normal queens reared in queen cells (\( S \) declines when workers selectively kill small queens). Assume that a focal female in a worker cell cheats by developing into a dwarf queen with probability \( y \) and that each of the \( n - 1 \) females in worker cells cheat with an average probability of \( y' \). If normal and small queens engage in a scramble competition to form new swarms, then it can be shown (app. A) that the ESS proportion of females in worker cells that should develop as queens is

\[
Y^* = \frac{-B + \sqrt{B^2 - 4AC}}{2A},
\]

with

\[
A = n^2S^2(1 + R_m),
\]

\[
B = S[q(1 + n - 2nR_m - (1 - n)R_f) + (n - 1)n(1 - R_f)S],
\]

\[
C = q[n(R_m + R_f) - n(1 - R_f)S],
\]

where \( R_m \) and \( R_f \) are the (life-for-life) relatedness to males and queens reared in the colony.

Plotting equation (9) shows that more females in worker cells should develop as queens when either the relatedness among sisters (\( R_f \)) or the relatedness to the males (\( R_m \)) reared in the colony is lower (fig. 3). The presence of many worker cells (high \( n \)) or few queen cells (low \( q \)) also heightens the conflict and favors more females in worker cells to develop as queens. This is because it shifts the queen-queen competition to being primarily among the females developing in workers cells. However, as before, the presence of a policing mechanism, here in the form of the selective elimination of small queens, can favor individuals to acquiesce and deliberately accept their intended worker fate.

If the probability that small queens are killed is sufficiently high (i.e., if \( S \) is low or if \( P \) is high), then females in worker cells can be selected to completely acquiesce and never attempt to develop as a queen. As before, the conditions under which this should occur can be determined by calculating when females in worker cells are selected to cheat and become queens in a situation in which the strategy is initially absent. This is the case when

\[
\frac{S}{q} \times (1 - R_f) - \frac{1}{n} \times R_f - \frac{1}{n} \times R_m > 0.
\]

Inequality equation (10) has the intuitive interpretation that a single female that would develop as a queen rather than a worker would win out over normal queens during colony founding with probability \( S/q \) (because it would survive with probability \( S \) but competes with \( q \) normal queens) but that her loss to the workforce would reduce the productivity of the colony (male and swarm production) by a fraction \( 1/n \). From equation (10), it is clear that female larvae in worker cells are never selected to become queens when the survival of dwarf queens is less than

\[
S_{\text{crit}} = \frac{R_m + R_f}{(n/q)(1 - R_f)}
\]

or when the effectiveness of policing \( P (= 1 - S) \) is greater than \( 1 - S_{\text{crit}} \). This critical efficiency of policing required to favor complete caste-fate acquiescence, for different relatedness values and for different \( n: q \) ratios, is shown in figure 3b.
Figure 3: Acquiescence in the context of conflict over caste fate in swarming social Hymenoptera such as stingless bees or honeybees. a, Evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) proportion of females in worker cells that should develop as queens (eq. [9]) reduces as the effectiveness of policing increases (in the form of discrimination against dwarf queens reared in worker cells). The ESS is plotted for the situation of single mating ($R_i = 0.75$), as is typical for stingless bees (Peters et al. 1999), with all males being either queen's sons ($R_m = 0.25$; top two curves) or workers' sons ($R_m = 0.75$; bottom two curves) and with either 1 : 1,000 (solid lines) or 1 : 100 (dashed lines) cells being specialized queen cells (number of worker cells $n$ = 100 or 1,000 for every queen cell that is built). b, Critical effectiveness of policing required to make it completely unprofitable for females in worker cells to develop as queens, plotted as a function of sister-sister relatedness, with all males being either queen's sons ($R_m = 0.25$; top solid and dashed curves) or workers' sons ($R_m = 0.75$; bottom solid and dashed curves) and with either 1 : 1,000 (solid lines) or 1 : 100 (dashed lines) cells being specialized queen cells.
Support for these predictions is provided by patterns of queen production in different genera of stingless bees. In the genus *Melipona*, normal-sized queens reared from specialized queen cells are absent \( (q = 0) \). Instead, all queens and workers (and males) develop in identically sized cells on a similarly sized provision mass (Engels and Imperatriz-Fonseca 1990; Wenseleers et al. 2004). Furthermore, caste-fate policing is impossible \( (P = 0) \) as queen development is unconstrained by nutrition (Kerr 1950; Wenseleers et al. 2003, 2004, 2005c). In line with prediction, a very large proportion, 5\%–14\%, of *Melipona* females selfishly develop into queens (Kerr 1950; Wenseleers and Ratnieks 2004). By contrast, in stingless bees where queens are normally reared from larger royal cells, few or zero females in worker cells develop as queens (Engels and Imperatriz-Fonseca 1990; Imperatriz-Fonseca and Zucchi 1995; Ribeiro et al. 2003). For example, in *S. quadripunctata*, just 0.6\% of all females in worker cells become dwarf queens (Wenseleers et al. 2005c). This is as predicted given that dwarf queens are less fecund (Ribeiro and Alves 2001; Wenseleers et al. 2005c) and that as a result of selective culling by workers (fig. 1), their survival \( S \) is only \( (0.22/0.86) / (1−0.86)/(1−0.22) = 4.6\% \) that of normal queens (cf. Ribeiro and Alves 2001; Wenseleers et al. 2005c; and data cited above). Fecundity costs are probably also the reason why the honeybee females in worker cells never develop as small queens: the fecundity of such queens would almost certainly be too low to sustain their large colonies of over 35,000 bees (Seeley 1985; Winston 1987). In addition, and unlike in stingless bees, larvae are reared in open cells in the honeybee (Winston 1987), which would enable workers to kill larvae attempting to develop into queens at an early age.

**Discussion**

Social policing is a key mechanism for reducing conflict and promoting cooperation within social groups (Ratnieks 1988, 2000; Ratnieks and Visscher 1989; Ratnieks and Reeve 1992; Frank 1995, 1996; Bourke and Ratnieks 1999; Monnin and Ratnieks 2001). However, our analysis shows that policing may be far more effective at reducing conflict than previously realized. Not only can policing prevent individuals from acting selfishly, it can also make it worthless for them even to try to act selfishly in the first place. This can favor societies where most individuals acquiesce by adopting a less-favored position or strategy in society. We examined two major conflict scenarios found in the eusocial Hymenoptera, and in both cases, effective policing can make resistance largely or completely useless. This is a very significant finding because it helps to resolve major long-standing issues at the heart of eusociality: the evolution and maintenance of reproductive division of labor, in particular why most workers who retain ovaries do not use them and why most totipotent female larvae develop into workers and not queens (Darwin 1859; Hamilton 1964; Trivers and Hare 1976). Empirically, acquiescence can explain the observed low levels of reproductive workers found in insect societies with effective policing, such as the honeybee (Ratnieks 1993) or the common wasp (Foster and Ratnieks 2001a), and the rarity by which females cheat on their intended worker fate, which only occurs at low levels in a minority of genera (e.g., in some stingless bees; Engels and Imperatriz-Fonseca 1990; Imperatriz-Fonseca and Zucchi 1995; Ribeiro and Alves 2001; Wenseleers et al. 2003; Wenseleers et al. 2005c) and is entirely absent in most (e.g., in the honeybee; Winston 1987). The ultimate endpoint of acquiescence is the evolution of obligate worker sterility in some species, for example, in *Atta*, where workers are unable to lay viable eggs (M. Dijkstra, personal communication) and in *Linepithema*, *Monomorium*, *Pheidole*, and *Solenopsis* ants and *Frieseomellitia* and *Duckeola* stingless bees, where workers have evolutionarily lost ovaries altogether (Oster and Wilson 1978; Cruz-Landim 2000). However, because it is currently unknown whether these genera ancestrally had queen or worker policing, we cannot test whether worker sterility has indeed evolved in response to policing or whether alternative factors may have been the main cause.

Given the large and complex societies found in many eusocial Hymenoptera, it is perhaps unsurprising that they should provide such clear examples of acquiescence. Nevertheless, acquiescence may also be expected in other social situations such as in vertebrate societies (Emlen 1991; Keller and Reeve 1994) or in the parent-offspring relationship (Mock and Parker 1998). For example, if parents do not respond to excessive levels of begging, this would favor more obedient, acquiescent young (Mock and Parker 1998). Similarly, in cooperatively breeding animals, manipulation by dominants can impose costs on subordinates, favoring them to stay and help rather than leave, that is, acquiesce (Crespi and Ragsdale 2000). These examples indicate that acquiescence could well be a very widespread mechanism for conflict reduction in societies.
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**APPENDIX A**

**Derivation of the ESS Production of Cheating Queens**

Let \( n \) and \( q \) be the number of worker and queen cells present at any one time in the colony and \( S \) be the survival of dwarf queens reared in worker cells relative to normal queens reared in queen cells (dwarf queen survival declines when workers discriminate against them). Assume that a focal female in a worker cell develops as a queen rather than as a worker with probability \( y \) versus probability \( y' \) for the other \( n - 1 \) females. The colony will then, at any one time, produce normal queens from queen cells at a rate proportional to \( q \) and small queens from worker cells at a rate proportional to \( n y' \). Also assume, for simplicity, that small queens reared from worker cells do not have reduced fecundity relative to normal queens (including fecundity in the model greatly complicates the analysis because it would be necessary to keep track of the proportions of colonies in the population that are headed by small vs. normal queens).

The probability that queens reared in worker cells will successfully head a new colony is proportional to

\[
W_f = G(\bar{y}) \times \frac{yS}{nyS + q} \tag{A1}
\]

and

\[
W_n = G(\bar{y}) \times \frac{y'S}{ny'S + q}, \tag{A2}
\]

where \( G(\bar{y}) \) is the colony productivity (relative number of new swarms formed) as a function of how many females become queens rather than workers. The term following this represents the proportion of all new queens who were reared in worker cells, which is given by the probability that each one develops as a queen (probability \( y \) or \( y' \)) and survives (probability \( S \)) divided by the total number of surviving small queens (\( n y' \)) plus the number of normal queens (\( q \)) produced. For simplicity, we will assume that colony productivity declines linearly with the proportion of females that develop into queens rather than workers, \( G = 1 - \bar{y} \). Note that these equations have the same form as in the worker reproduction model (see “Worker Sterility as Acquiescence”) but with the parameters suitably redefined.

By a similar argument, the expected fitness of queens reared in queen cells is proportional to

\[
W_q = G(\bar{y}) \times \frac{1}{nyS + q}. \tag{A3}
\]

Finally, fitness through male production \( W_m \) is also a decreasing function of \( y' \): 

\[
W_m = G(\bar{y}) = 1 - \bar{y}. \tag{A4}
\]

To calculate the ESS, we need to calculate the inclusive fitness gained by females in worker cells who alter their probability of developing as a queen, which can be calculated as (Frank 1998)

\[
\frac{\partial W_f}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=y'} \times R_{self} + (n-1) \times \frac{\partial W_f}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=y'} \times R_{sister}
+ q \times \frac{\partial W_n}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=y'} \times R_{sister} + \frac{\partial W_m}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y=y'} \times R_{males}. \tag{A5}
\]

As in “Worker Sterility as Acquiescence,” this is a Hamilton’s rule condition (Hamilton 1964) in which the derivaties measure how the behavior of the focal female in a worker cell affects the fitness or production of various classes of kin (self, sister females in \( n - 1 \) other worker cells, sister queens in \( q \) queen cells, and males produced by either the queen or the workers), and the \( R \) values measure the life-for-life relatednesses to each of them. Calculating the partial derivatives and solving when the resulting equation is 0 yields the ESS given in equation (9) (see the Mathematica notebook and code).
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Online appendix B: When resistance is useless: policing and the evolution of reproductive acquiescence in insect societies
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The following Mathematica notebook shows how all kin selection modelling results in the manuscript can be derived in an equivalent way using population genetic (allele frequency) models. The results of both modelling approaches will be shown side by side, and the numerical predictions will shown to be identical in all cases. The genetic models are analysed for an example colony kin structure of single mating, but proofs for other mating frequencies can easily be constructed.

The kin selection models are derived both following an inclusive fitness logic (as given in the manuscript) and following a direct or "neighbour-modulated" fitness logic, as favoured by Frank (1998). The results of both these modelling approaches are shown to be identical.

1. Worker sterility as acquiescence

Notation and parameters:

- \( n \) = colony size (number of workers)
- \( y \) = individual probability for a focal worker to become a reproductive worker
- \( Y \) = probability with which each of the \((n-1)\) nestmates become reproductive workers
- \( z \) = average probability with which workers in the colony become reproductive workers = \((1/n)y + (n-1)Y/n\)
- \( Q \) = fecundity of the queen (in terms of male production) relative to a single reproductive worker
- \( S \) = survival of worker laid egg (relative to queen eggs) - lower when policing is more effective
- \( P = 1 - S \) = effectiveness of policing
- \( v_m \) = relative reproductive value of males

1.1 Kin selection model (inclusive fitness approach)

The number of sons produced by the focal worker is

\[
wfoc = (1 - z) \frac{y \ast S}{(1/n) y + (n - 1) Y / n};
\]

The number of sons produced by each of the \( n-1 \) nestmates is

\[
wnestm = (1 - z) \frac{Y \ast S}{(1/n) y + (n - 1) Y / n};
\]

The total number of males produced by the queen is

\[
wq = (1 - z) \frac{Q}{(1/n) y + (n - 1) Y / n};
\]

The total number of queens or swarms produced is

\[
wq = (1 - z) \frac{Q}{(1/n) y + (n - 1) Y / n};
\]
The proportion of males in the population that will be produced by the workers is

\[ \text{propmwprod} = \frac{H \cdot n \cdot Z \cdot \sigma - H \cdot n \cdot Z \cdot \sigma + Q}{L} \]

which affects the relative reproductive value of males as follows:

\[ \text{vm} = \frac{1}{(2 - \text{propmwprod})} \]

If the focal worker slightly increases its probability of becoming a reproductive worker, then its inclusive fitness will change by an amount

\[ \text{changeinclfitn} = \text{FullSimplify}\left[\left(D[\text{wfoc}, \gamma] \cdot \text{rson} \cdot \text{vm} + (n - 1) \cdot D[\text{wnestm}, y] \cdot \text{rnephew} \cdot \text{vm} + D[\gamma, \text{wq}, y] \cdot \text{rbrother} \cdot \text{vm} + D[\text{ws}, y] \cdot \text{rsister}\right) / .\right. \]

\[ \left(\gamma \rightarrow Z, \gamma \rightarrow Z, \text{rbrother} \rightarrow (1/2), \gamma \rightarrow Z, \text{rnephew} \rightarrow \text{rsister}, \gamma \rightarrow Z\right) \]

\[ (-Q^2 (1 + 4 \cdot \text{rsister}) + Q \cdot S \cdot (n - 2 (1 + n - \text{rsister} + 4 \cdot \text{nrsister}) Z) + 2 \cdot n \cdot S^2 \cdot Z (-1 + \text{rsister} - n (-1 + \text{rsister} + Z + \text{rsister} Z))) / (2 \cdot n \cdot (Q + n \cdot S \cdot Z) (2 \quad Q + n \cdot S \cdot Z)) \]

because it will experience an increase in personal reproduction of \( D[\text{wfoc}, y] \), but cause a cost of \( D[\text{wnestm}, y] \) to nephew production by each of the \( n-1 \) nestmates, which are related by nephew to the focal worker, and costs of \( D[\gamma, \text{wq}, y] \) and \( D[\text{ws}, y] \) to brother and sister production, which are related by \( \text{rbrother} \) and \( \text{rsister} \).

The ESS proportion of reproductive workers is reached when an increased probability of breeding will no longer cause an increase in the focal worker’s inclusive fitness, i.e. when the above equation becomes zero. This is equivalent to solving a quadratic equation in \( Z \) with coefficients \( a \), \( b \) and \( c \) (if the equation is \( a \cdot Z^2 + b \cdot Z + c \))

\[ \text{clist} = \text{FullSimplify}[\text{CoefficientList}[\]
\[ -Q^2 (1 + 4 \cdot \text{rsister}) + Q \cdot S \cdot (n - 2 (1 + n - \text{rsister} + 4 \cdot \text{nrsister}) Z) +
2 \cdot n \cdot S^2 \cdot Z (-1 + \text{rsister} - n (-1 + \text{rsister} + Z + \text{rsister} Z)), Z] ]; \]

\[ a = \text{clist}[[3]] \\
-2 \cdot n^2 \cdot (1 + \text{rsister}) \cdot S^2 \]

\[ b = \text{FullSimplify}[\text{clist}[[2]]] \\
-2 \cdot S \cdot (Q (1 + n - \text{rsister} + 4 \cdot \text{nrsister}) + (-1 + n) \cdot n (-1 + \text{rsister}) \cdot S) \]

\[ c = \text{clist}[[1]] \\
-Q (Q + 4 \cdot Q \cdot \text{rsister} - n \cdot S) \]

\[ \text{ESSreprwIF[n_, Q_, S_, rsister_]} = \]
\[ \text{FullSimplify}[\text{Solve}[\text{changeinclfitn} = 0, Z]][[1]][[1]][[2]] \]

(* ESS proportion of reproductive workers *)

\[ \frac{1}{2 \cdot n^2 \cdot (1 + \text{rsister}) \cdot S^2} \]
\[ (-Q (1 + n - \text{rsister} + 4 \cdot \text{nrsister}) S - (-1 + n) \cdot n (-1 + \text{rsister}) \cdot S^2 + \sqrt{(S^2 (-2 \cdot n^2 \cdot Q (1 + \text{rsister}) (Q + 4 \cdot Q \cdot \text{rsister} - n \cdot S) + (Q (1 + n - \text{rsister} + 4 \cdot \text{nrsister}) + (-1 + n) \cdot n (-1 + \text{rsister}) \cdot S)^2))} \]
In the absence of policing ($S=1$) and with $n$ large this simplifies to

$$\text{Simplify}[\text{Limit}[\text{ESSreprwIF}[n, Q, 0, \text{rsister}], n \to \infty], \text{rsister} > 0 && \text{rsister} < 1]$$

$$\frac{1 - \text{rsister}}{1 + \text{rsister}}$$

Worker laying invades when a focal worker can increase its inclusive fitness by laying in a population where worker reproduction is absent ($z=0$):

$$\text{changeinclfitn} =$$

$$\text{Expand}[\text{Simplify}[((D[wfoc, y] \ast \text{Rson} + (n - 1) \ast D[\text{wnestm}, y] \ast \text{Rnephew} +
D[wq, y] \ast \text{Rbrother} + D[\text{ws}, y] \ast \text{Rsister}) / (y \rightarrow Z, Y \rightarrow Z / (Z \rightarrow 0))]$$

$$= S / Q (\text{Rson} - \text{Rbrother}) - (1 / n) \text{Rbrother} - (1 / n) \text{Rsister}$$

This occurs when $S < \text{this value}$:

$$\text{criticalS[nQratio_, Rsister_]} =$$

$$(\text{FullSimplify}[\text{Solve}[\text{changeinclfitn} = 0, S]] / .
\{Q \rightarrow 1, n \rightarrow nQratio\})[[1]][[1]][[2]]$$

$$\frac{\text{Rbrother} + \text{Rsister}}{nQratio (-\text{Rbrother} + \text{Rson})}$$

ow when $P > \text{this value}$:
criticalP[nQratio_, Rsister_] =
(FullSimplify[Solve[(changeinclfitn /. {S -> 1 - P}) == 0, P]] /. 
{Q -> 1, n -> nQratio})[[1]][[1]][[2]]
1 + nQratio
Rbrother + Rsister
nQratio (Rbrother - Rson)

which can be simplified to

criticalP[nQratio_, Rsister_] =
criticalP[nQratio, Rsister] /. {Rson -> 1/2, Rbrother -> 1/4}
1 - 4 (1/2 + Rsister)
nQratio

Plot[{criticalP[10, Rsister], criticalP[100, Rsister],
criticalP[1000, Rsister]}, {Rsister, 0.25, 0.75},
PlotRange -> {0.5, 1}, AxesOrigin -> {0.25, 0}, Frame -> True]
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1.2 Kin selection model (direct fitness or 'neighbour-modulated fitness' approach)

The number of sons produced by a focal worker is

\[ w_{foc} = (1 - z) \left( y \star S / (n \star z \star S + Q) \right) ; \]

The total number of males produced by the queen is

\[ w_q = (1 - z) \star Q / (n \star z \star S + Q) ; \]

The total number of queens or swarms produced is

\[ w_s = (1 - z) ; \]

The proportion of males in the population that will be produced by the workers is
propmwprod = \((n \ast Z \ast S / (n \ast Z \ast S + Q))\);  
\(*\) proportion of the males that are worker produced \(*\)

which affects the relative reproductive value of males as follows:

\[ \text{vm} = 1 / (2 - \text{propmwprod}); \quad (\ast \text{relative reproductive value of males} \ast) \]

If the focal workers increases its probability of breeding slightly then this will cause a corresponding increase in neighbour modulated fitness of

\[
\text{changenfitness} = \text{FullSimplify} [\text{Solve} [\text{changenfitness} = 0, Z]][[1]][[1]][[2]] \\
\frac{1}{2 n^2 (1 + \text{rsister}) S^2} + \sqrt{(S^2 (-2 n^2 Q (1 + \text{rsister}) (Q + 4 Q \text{rsister} - n S) + (Q (1 + n - \text{rsister} + 4 n \text{rsister}) + (-1 + n) n (-1 + \text{rsister}) S^2)))} \\
\]

This ESS is the same as calculated using the inclusive fitness method.

\[
\text{ESSreprwDF}[n, Q, S, \text{rsister}] == \text{ESSreprwIF}[n, Q, S, \text{rsister}] \\
\text{True} \\
\text{Q.E.D.} \]
1.3 Population genetic model (assuming single mating)

Consider two types of alleles:

- **a** = wild type, workers become laying workers with probability \( W \)
- **A** = rare mutant, workers become laying workers with probability \( W + d \), with \( d \) small

The number of laying workers in \( aa \times a \) colonies = \( Wn \), we assume that the queen has a fecundity of \( Q \) relative to one single laying worker.

When \( A \) gene is rare we need to consider 3 types of colonies:

- **Wild type colonies**: \( aa \times a \) Colony fitness: \( 1 - W \)
- **M type colonies**: \( Aa \times a \) Colony fitness: \( 1 - W - d/2 \) (for large colonies)
- **P type colonies**: \( aa \times A \) Colony fitness: \( 1 - (W + d) \)

If the frequency of the \( A \) gene in females and males is \( pf \) and \( pm \), then when rare its frequency in wild type, M type and P type colonies are approx. 1, 2pf and \( pm \):

\[
\begin{align*}
W_{freq} & = 1; \\
M_{freq} & = 2 \times pf; \quad (* \ 2 \times (1-pf) \times pf \times (1-pm) = 2 \times pf \ for \ pm \ and \ pf \ small *) \\
P_{freq} & = pm; \quad (* \ (1-pf) \times 2 \times pm = pm \ for \ pf \ small *)
\end{align*}
\]

Wild-type and P-type colonies will each have a productivity of

\[
\begin{align*}
ColS_W & = 1 - W; \\
ColS_P & = 1 - (W + d);
\end{align*}
\]

For M-type colonies the productivity will depend on how many \( Aa \) workers the colony contains; in large colonies half of them will be \( Aa \) but in small colonies there is some binomial variation on the proportion that will be \( aa \) or \( Aa \). The productivity of an M-type colony when there are \( k \) \( Aa \) workers and \( n-k \) \( aa \) workers is

\[
ColS_{Mofk}[k_, \ n_] = 1 - (\frac{k}{n}) \times (W + d) + ((n - k) / n) \times W;
\]

The proportion of males that will be produced by either an \( Aa \) worker or the \( Aa \) mother queen in M-type colonies will again depend on how many \( Aa \) and \( aa \) workers there are. If there are \( k \) \( Aa \) workers and \( n-k \) \( aa \) workers, the proportion of the males that will be sons of \( Aa \) mothers is given by

\[
prop_{AaMCols}[k_, \ n_] = \frac{(k \times (W + d) \times S + Q)}{(k \times (W + d) \times S + (n-k) \times W \times S + Q)};
\]

Because \( d \) is small we can use a first order approximation:

\[
prop_{AaMCols}[k_, \ n_] = FullSimplify[
(prop_{AaMCols}[k, n] /. \{d \to 0\}) + d \times (D[prop_{AaMCols}[k, n], d] /. \{d \to 0\})]
\]

\[
\frac{Q^2 + (k + n) \times Q \times S \times W + k \times S^2 \times W \times (d \times (-k + n) + n \times W)}{(Q + n \times S \times W)^2}
\]

The proportion of the males that are worker produced in P type colonies are

\[
PP = X \times S / (X \times S + Q) / . \{X \to (W + d) \times n\};
\]
Now let's calculate the frequency of the A gene in the next generation in males and females.

For males: number of A males produced

\[
\text{propAaMCol}[k, n] + \text{Pfreq} \times \text{PP} \times (1/2) \times \text{ColSP} / \text{ColSW},
\]

\[
\text{pf > 0} \& \& \text{pf < 1} \& \& \text{pm > 0} \& \& \text{pm < 1} \& \& \text{S > 0} \& \& \text{S < 1} \& \& \text{W > 0} \& \& \text{W < 1} \& \& \text{d > 0} \& \& \text{d < 1} \& \& \text{Q > 0}
\]

\[
(4 \times \text{n pm} \times (1 + d + W) \times (d + W) \times (Q + n S \times W)^2 +
\text{pf} \times (Q + n S \times (d + W)) \times (2 \times Q \times S \times (d + 3 \times d \times n + 6 \times (-1 + W)) \times W + 4 \times Q^2 \times (-2 + d + 2 \times W) +
\text{n S} \times W \times ((-2 + d) \times (1 + n) + 4 \times (-1 + d) \times n W + 4 \times n W^2)) /
(8 \times (-1 + W) \times (Q + n S \times (d + W)))
\]

For females: number of Aa females produced*0.5

\[
\text{propAaMCols}[k, n] + \text{Pfreq} \times \text{PP} \times (1/2) \times \text{ColSP} / \text{ColSW},
\]

\[
\text{pf > 0} \& \& \text{pf < 1} \& \& \text{pm > 0} \& \& \text{pm < 1} \& \& \text{W > 0} \& \& \text{W < 1} \& \& \text{d > 0} \& \& \text{d < 1} \& \& \text{n > 0}
\]

\[
\frac{1}{4} \left( 2 \times (\text{pf} + \text{pm}) + \frac{d \times (\text{pf} + 2 \times \text{pm})}{-1 + W} \right)
\]

In matrix form this can be written as:

\[
A = \begin{pmatrix}
\text{fem. parent to fem. offspring} & \text{fem. parent to male offspring} \\
\text{male parent to female offspring} & \text{male parent to male offspring}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
A = \text{FullSimplify}\left[\begin{pmatrix}
\text{pfng} / . \{\text{pf} \rightarrow 1, \text{pm} \rightarrow 0\} & \text{pmng} / . \{\text{pf} \rightarrow 1, \text{pm} \rightarrow 0\}
\text{pfng} / . \{\text{pf} \rightarrow 0, \text{pm} \rightarrow 1\} & \text{pmng} / . \{\text{pf} \rightarrow 0, \text{pm} \rightarrow 1\}
\end{pmatrix}\right];
\]

\[
\text{MatrixForm}[A]
\]

\[
\left(\frac{1}{4} \times \left( 2 + \frac{d}{-1 + W} \right) \right) \begin{pmatrix}
2 \times Q \times S \times (d + 3 \times d \times n + 6 \times (-1 + W)) \times W + 4 \times Q^2 \times (-2 + d + 2 \times W) + n S \times W \times ((-2 + d) \times (1 + n) + 4 \times (-1 + d) \times n W + 4 \times n W^2) &
\text{pfng} / . \{\text{pf} \rightarrow 1, \text{pm} \rightarrow 0\}
\text{pfng} / . \{\text{pf} \rightarrow 0, \text{pm} \rightarrow 1\}
\text{pmng} / . \{\text{pf} \rightarrow 1, \text{pm} \rightarrow 0\}
\text{pmng} / . \{\text{pf} \rightarrow 0, \text{pm} \rightarrow 1\}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{n S \times ((-2 + d + 2 \times W) \times (1 + n) + 4 \times (-1 + d) \times n W + 4 \times n W^2)}{2 \times (-1 + W) \times (Q + n S \times (d + W))} &
\frac{d \times (\text{pf} + 2 \times \text{pm})}{-1 + W}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

To show when the A allele can invade we need to show when the dominant eigenvalue of this gene transmission matrix is > 1.

The eigenvalues of the A matrix are (because d is small we can use a first order approximation around d = 0)
\[
\text{evaluates} = \text{FullSimplify[}
\left(\text{Eigenvalues[A] /. \{d \to 0\}}\right) + d \ast \text{D[Eigenvalues[A], d] /. \{d \to 0\}},
\text{S} > 0 \&\& \text{S} < 1 \&\& n > 0 \&\& \text{W} > 0 \&\& \text{W} < 1 \&\& Q > 0 \&\& d > 0 \&\& d < 1
\]
\[
\left\{-\left(d \cdot n^2 S^3 \left(1 + n \left(-1 + W\right)\right) W^2 + Q^3 \left(-6 + 5 d + 6 W\right) + n Q S^2 W \left(4 n \left(-1 + W\right) W + d \left(1 + n + W + 2 n W\right)\right) + Q^2 S \left(10 n \left(-1 + W\right) W + d \left(W + 4 n \left(1 + W\right)\right)\right) / (4 \left(-1 + W\right) \left(Q + n S W\right)^2 \left(3 Q + 2 n S W\right))\right\}
\]

The dominant eigenvalue is the largest of these:
\[
\text{devalue = evaluates[[2]]}
\]
\[
\left(4 Q^2 \left(-3 + 2 d + 3 W\right) + n S^2 W \left(8 n \left(-1 + W\right) W + d \left(1 - n + 7 n W\right)\right) + Q S \left(20 n \left(-1 + W\right) W + d \left(-2 n + W + 16 n W\right)\right) / (4 \left(-1 + W\right) \left(Q + n S W\right) \left(3 Q + 2 n S W\right))\right)
\]

An equilibrium occurs when the dominant eigenvalue equals 1; for small \(d\) this is for \(W=\)
\[
\text{genopt = FullSimplify[ExpandAll[Solve[devalue = 1, W] /. \{d \to 0\}],}
\]
\[
\left(W > 0 \&\& W < 1 \&\& n > 0 \&\& S > 0 \&\& S < 1 \&\& Q > 0\right) [[2]] [[1]] [[2]]
\]
\[
\left(\frac{1}{4} \cdot n^2 S \left(-\left(1 + 16 n\right) Q + \left(-1 + n\right) n S + \sqrt{\left(1 + 32 n \left(1 + n\right)\right) Q^2 + 2 n \left(1 + 3 n \left(5 + 4 n\right)\right) Q S + \left(-1 + n\right)^2 n^2 S^2}\right)\right)
\]

This is the ESS proportion of laying workers.

The optimum calculated using a kin selection methodology was
\[
\text{kinselopt = FullSimplify[}
\left(\text{ExpandAll[ESSreprwDF[n, Q, S, 3/4], n > 0 \&\& S > 0 \&\& S < 1 \&\& Q > 0]}\right]
\]
\[
\left(\frac{1}{14} \cdot n^2 S \left(-\left(1 + 16 n\right) Q + \left(-1 + n\right) n S + \sqrt{\left(1 + 32 n \left(1 + n\right)\right) Q^2 + 2 n \left(1 + 3 n \left(5 + 4 n\right)\right) Q S + \left(-1 + n\right)^2 n^2 S^2}\right)\right)
\]

Both equations are the same:
\[
\text{genopt = kinselopt}
\]
\[
\text{True}
\]
Q.E.D.
2. Acquiescence to caste fate

Notation and parameters:
y = individual probability for a focal female in a worker cell to develop as a queen
Y = probability with which each of the (n-1) nestmate females in worker cells develop as queens
z = colony average probability with which females in worker cells develop as small queens = (1/n)y + (n-1)Y/n
Q = fecundity of the queen (in terms of male production) relative to a single reproductive worker
S = survival of small queens relative to normal queens (lower the higher the probability that they are selectively killed by the workers)
P = effectiveness of policing = 1-S
vm = relative reproductive value of males
n = number of worker cells
Q = number of queen cells

2.1 Kin selection model (inclusive fitness approach)

The expected fitness of a focal female in a worker cell is
\[ w_{foc} = (1 - z) * (y * S / (n * z * S + Q)) / (z -> (1/n) y + (n-1) Y/n); \]
The expected fitness of the n-1 other females in worker cells is
\[ w_{nestm} = (1 - z) * (Y * S / (n * z * S + Q)) / (z -> (1/n) y + (n-1) Y/n); \]
The expected fitness of a queen eclosing from a normal queen cell is
\[ w_{q} = (1 - z) * (1 / (n * z * S + Q)) / (z -> (1/n) y + (n-1) Y/n); \]
The total number of males produced by the queen or the workers is
\[ w_{m} = (1 - z) / (z -> (1/n) y + (n-1) Y/n); \]
If the focal female in a worker cell slightly increases its probability of becoming a queen, then its inclusive fitness will change by an amount
\[
\text{changeinclfitn} = \text{FullSimplify[}
(D[wfoc, y] * 1 + (n - 1) * D[wnestm, y] * Rsister + Q * D[wq, y] * Rsister +
D[wm, y] * Rmales) / (y -> Z, Y -> Z)]
\]
\[
\frac{1}{n (Q + n S Z)^2}
(-Q^2 (Rmales + Rsister) + n S^2 Z (-1 + Rsister - n (-1 + Rsister + Z + Rmales Z)) +
Q S ((-1 + Rsister) Z - n (-1 + Rsister + Z + 2 Rmales Z + Rsister Z)))
\]
because it will experience an increase in personal reproduction of D[wfoc, y], but cause a cost of D[wnestm, y] to the n-1 sisters in other worker cells, a cost of D[wq, y] to the queens in queen cells and a cost of D[wm, y] to male production.
The ESS queen production is reached when an increased probability of breeding will no longer cause an increase in the focal female's inclusive fitness, i.e. when the above equation becomes zero. This is equivalent to solving a quadratic equation in \( Z \) with coefficients \( a, b \) and \( c \) (if the equation is \( a*Z^2+b*Z+c \))

\[
\text{clist} = \text{FullSimplify}[\text{CoefficientList}[
-\frac{Q^2 (R\text{males} + R\text{sister}) + n S^2 Z (-1 + R\text{sister} - n (-1 + R\text{sister} + Z + R\text{males} Z)) + Q S (-1 + R\text{sister}) Z - n (-1 + R\text{sister} + Z + 2 R\text{males} Z + R\text{sister} Z)}, Z]];
\]

\[
a = \text{clist}[[3]]
- n^2 (1 + R\text{males}) S^2
\]

\[
b = \text{clist}[[2]]
-S (Q (1 + n + 2 n R\text{males} + (-1 + n) R\text{sister}) + (-1 + n) n (-1 + R\text{sister}) S)
\]

\[
c = \text{clist}[[1]]
Q (-Q (R\text{males} + R\text{sister}) - n (-1 + R\text{sister}) S)
\]

\[
\text{ESSqueenprodIF}[n_, Q_, S_, R\text{sister}_, R\text{males}_] =
\text{FullSimplify}[\text{ExpandAll}[\text{Solve}[\text{changeinclfitn} = 0, Z]][[2]][[1]][[2]],
R\text{sister} > 0 \&\& R\text{sister} < 1 \&\& R\text{males} > 0 \&\& R\text{males} < 1 \&\& n > 0 \&\& Q > 0 \&\& S > 0 \&\& S < 1] (* ESS queen production *)
\]

\[
\frac{1}{2 n^2 (1 + R\text{males}) S}
\left((-Q (1 + n + 2 n R\text{males} + (-1 + n) R\text{sister}) + n (-1 + n + R\text{sister} - n R\text{sister}) S + \sqrt{((-1 + R\text{sister}) (Q + n S) (-Q ((1 + n)^2 + 4 n R\text{males}) + (-1 + n)^2 Q R\text{sister} + (-1 + n)^2 n (-1 + R\text{sister}) S))}\right)
\]

\[
\text{Plot}[[\text{ESSqueenprodIF}[100, 1, S, 0.75, 0.75],
\text{ESSqueenprodIF}[100, 1, S, 0.75, 0.25], \text{ESSqueenprodIF}[1000, 1, S, 0.75, 0.75], \text{ESSqueenprodIF}[1000, 1, S, 0.75, 0.25]],
\{S, 0, 1\}, \text{AxesOrigin} \rightarrow \{0, 0\}, \text{PlotRange} \rightarrow \{0, 0.2\}, \text{Frame} \rightarrow \text{True}]
\]
If $n$ is large and if small queens do not have reduced survival ($S=1$) the above ESS simplifies to

$$\text{Simplify[Limit[ESSqueenprodIF[n, Q, 1, Rsister, Rmales], n -> \infty],}$$

$$\text{Rsister > 0 \&\& Rsister < 1 \&\& Rmales > 0 \&\& Rmales < 1 \&\& S > 0 \&\& S < 1 \&\& Q > 0 \&\& Q > 0]}$$

$$\frac{1 - \text{Rsister}}{1 + \text{Rmales}}$$

Production of small queens will be favoured if the strategy can invade from a situation in which it is initially absent ($z=0$):

$$\text{changeinclfitn} =$$

$$\text{Expand[Simplify[(D[wfoc, y] + (n - 1) * D[wnestm, y] * Rsister +}$$

$$\text{Q * D[wq, y] * Rsister + D[wm, y] * Rmales) / . \{y \rightarrow Z, Y \rightarrow Z\} / . \{Z \rightarrow 0\}]}$$

$$= \frac{\text{Rmales}}{n} - \frac{\text{Rsister}}{n} + \frac{S}{Q} - \frac{\text{Rsister}}{Q} - \frac{\text{Rsister}}{Q}$$

This occurs when $S < \text{this value}$:

$$\text{critS[nQratio_, Rsister_] =}$$

$$\text{(FullSimplify[Solve[changeinclfitn \[Equal] 0, S]] / . \{Q \rightarrow 1,}$$

$$n \rightarrow nQratio\}[[1]][[1]][[2]]}$$

$$\text{Rmales + Rsister}$$

$$\text{nQratio - nQratio Rsister}$$

Now when $P > \text{this value}$:

$$\text{criticalP[nQratio_, Rsister_, Rmales_] =}$$

$$\text{(FullSimplify[Solve[(changeinclfitn /. \{S \rightarrow 1 - P\}) = 0, P]] / .}$$

$$\{Q \rightarrow 1, n \rightarrow nQratio\}[[1]][[1]][[2]]}$$

$$\text{Rmales + nQratio (-1 + Rsister) + Rsister}$$

$$\text{nQratio (-1 + Rsister)}$$
2.2 Kin selection model (direct fitness or 'neighbour-modulated fitness' approach)

The expected fitness of a focal female in a worker cell is

\[ w_{\text{foc}} = (1 - z) \left( y \ast S / (n \ast z \ast S + Q) \right); \]

The expected fitness of a queen eclosing from a normal queen cell is

\[ w_{\text{q}} = (1 - z) \ast \left( 1 / (n \ast z \ast S + Q) \right); \]

The total number of males produced by the queen is

\[ w_{\text{m}} = (1 - z); \]

If the focal female in a worker cell slightly increases its probability of becoming a queen, then this will cause a corresponding increase in neighbour modulated fitness of

\[
\text{changenfitness} = \text{FullSimplify}[
\frac{1}{(Q + n S Z)^2} \left( -Q^2 (R_{\text{brother}} + R_{\text{sister}}) + n S^2 Z (-1 + R_{\text{sister}} - n (-1 + R_{\text{sister}} + Z + R_{\text{brother}} Z)) + Q S (-1 + R_{\text{sister}}) Z - n (-1 + R_{\text{sister}} + Z + 2 R_{\text{brother}} Z + R_{\text{sister}} Z) \right) \ast
\left( (n \ast D[w_{\text{foc}}, y] \ast 1 + n \ast D[w_{\text{foc}}, z] \ast r + Q \ast D[w_{\text{q}}, z] \ast R_{\text{sister}} + D[w_{\text{m}}, z] \ast R_{\text{brother}} \right) / . \{y \rightarrow z, r \rightarrow (1/n) \ast 1 + (n - 1) R_{\text{sister}}/n\} / . \{z \rightarrow Z\}]
\]

where \( D[w_{\text{foc}}, y] \) measures the personal benefit of becoming a queen with a slightly higher probability and \( D[w_{\text{foc}}, z] \) measures the cost that occurs because an increased probability of becoming a queen will be associated with an increased probability with which nestmates become queens as well; \( r \) is the direct fitness relatedness among workers,
which measures to what degree individual and average group behaviour are correlated with each other, and is given by \((1/n) + (n-1)R_{sister}/n\) where \(n\) is group size and \(R_{sister}\) is the pairwise genetic correlation between sisters, because an individual's behaviour is correlated by 1 with itself (probability \(1/n\)) and by \(R_{sister}\) with sister workers (probability \((n-1)/n\)).

\[ D_{wq,z} \text{ and } D_{wm,z} \] measure the cost to normal queens and to sisters that occurs as a result if the female becomes a queen rather than a worker.

The ESS proportion of reproductive workers is reached when an increased probability of breeding will no longer increase the focal worker's neighbour-modulated fitness:

\[
\text{ESSqueenprodDF}[n_,Q_,S_,R_{sister},R_{brother}_] = \\
\text{FullSimplify}[\text{ExpandAll}[\text{Solve}[\text{changenfitness}[0,2][2][1][2], \text{R}_{sister}>0 \& \& \text{R}_{sister}<1 \& \& Q>0 \& \& S>0 \& \& S<1]]]
\]

This ESS is the same as calculated using the inclusive fitness method.

\[
\text{ESSqueenprodIF}[n_,Q_,S_,R_{sister},R_{brother}]
\]

True

\[ \text{Q.E.D.} \]

### 2.3 Population genetic model (assuming single mating)

Consider two types of alleles:

- \(a\) = wild type, females in worker cells develop as queens with probability \(W\)
- \(A\) = rare mutant, females in worker cells develop as queens with probability \(W+d\), with \(d\) small

\(F\) = the fraction of males that is worker produced

When \(A\) gene is rare we need to consider 3 types of colonies:

- wild type colonies : aa x a \quad \text{Colony fitness } 1-W
- M type colonies : Aa x a -> \quad \text{Colony fitness } 1-W-d/2 \quad \text{(for large colonies)}
- P type colonies : aa x A -> \quad \text{Colony fitness } 1-(W+d)

If the frequency of the \(A\) gene in females and males is \(pf\) and \(pm\), then when rare its frequency in wild type, M type and P type colonies are approx. 1, \(2pf\) and \(pm\):

\[
\begin{align*}
W_{freq} &= 1; \\
M_{freq} &= 2 \times pf; \quad (*) \quad 2 \times (1-pf) \times pf \times (1-pm) = 2 pf \text{ for } pm \text{ and } pf \text{ small } \star \\
P_{freq} &= pm; \quad (*) \quad (1-pf)^2 \times 2 \text{ pm=pm for } pf \text{ small } \star
\end{align*}
\]
Wild-type and P-type colonies will each have a productivity of

\[
\begin{align*}
ColSW &= 1 - W; \\
ColSP &= 1 - (W + d);
\end{align*}
\]

For M-type colonies the productivity will depend on how many worker-intended females develop as queens; in large colonies the productivity would be 1-(W+d/2) but in small colonies one has to calculate the binomial variation on the number of Aa and aa individuals that the colony would contain. The average productivity of an M-type colony when the colony produces \( k \) Aa females and \( n-k \) aa females is

\[
ColSMfofk[k, n] = 1 - ((k / n) \ast (W + d) + ((n - k) / n) \ast W);
\]

The expected proportion of new colonies that would be founded by Aa queens will again depend on how many Aa and aa females that are produced. If there are \( k \) Aa females and \( n-k \) aa females, the proportion of the new queens that will be Aa is given by

\[
propAaMCols[k, n] = \frac{(k \ast (W + d) \ast S + Q (1/2)) / (k \ast (W + d) \ast S + (n - k) \ast W \ast S + Q)}{2 (Q + n S W)^2};
\]

Because \( d \) is small we can use a first order approximation:

\[
propAaMCols[k, n] = \text{FullSimplify}[
(propAaMCols[k, n] /. \{d \to 0\}) + d \ast (D[propAaMCols[k, n], d] /. \{d \to 0\})]
\]

Now let’s calculate the frequency of the A gene in the next generation in males and females.

For males: number of A males produced

\[
\text{pmng} = \left(\text{Mfreq} \ast \sum_{k=0}^{n} \text{Binomial}[n, k] \ast (1/2)^k \ast (1/2)^{n-k} \ast \text{ColSMfofk}[k, n]\right) \ast \frac{(1 - F) \ast (1/2) + F \ast (1/4)) \ast \text{Pfreq} \ast \text{ColSP} \ast F \ast (1/2)}{\text{ColSW}} \ast \left(\frac{\frac{1}{2} \ast F + \frac{1}{2}}{1 - W}\right)
\]

For queens: number of Aa queens produced*0.5

\[
\text{pfng} = \text{FullSimplify}\left[\frac{(1/2) \ast \left(\text{Pfreq} \ast \text{ColSP} \ast 1 + \text{Mfreq} \ast \sum_{k=0}^{n} \text{Binomial}[n, k] \ast (1/2)^k \ast (1/2)^{n-k} \ast \text{ColSMfofk}[k, n] \ast \text{propAaMCols}[k, n]\right)}{\text{ColSW}}\right];
\]

\[
\text{pf} > 0 \&\& \text{pf} < 1 \&\& \text{pm} > 0 \&\& \text{pm} < 1 \&\& W > 0 \&\& W < 1 \&\& d > 0 \&\& d < 1 \&\& n > 0
\]

\[
\frac{1}{8} \frac{(-1 + W)}{(Q + n S W)^2} \ast (4 \ast \text{pm} \ast (-1 + d + W) \ast (Q + n S W)^2) + \frac{1}{8} \frac{(-1 + W)}{\text{pm} \ast (2 \ast Q^2 \ast (-2 + d + 2 W) + n S^2 W \ast (-2 + d) \ast (-1 + n) + 4 \ast (-1 + d) \ast n W + 4 n W^2) + Q \ast S \ast (d^2 \ast (1 + n) + 8 \ast n \ast (-1 + W) \ast W + 2 \ast d \ast (-n + W + 3 n W))}}{1 - W}
\]
In matrix form this can be written as:

\[ A = \text{gene transition matrix} \]

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\text{fem. parent to fem. offspring} & \text{fem. parent to male offspring} \\
\text{male parent to female offspring} & \text{male parent to male offspring}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[ A = \text{FullSimplify}[\{\{\text{pfng} /. \{\text{pf} \to 1, \text{pm} \to 0\}, \text{pmng} /. \{\text{pf} \to 1, \text{pm} \to 0\}\}]] ;
\]

\[ \text{MatrixForm}[A] \]

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
2 Q^2 (\frac{\text{d}}{\text{d} + 2 M} + n S^2 W) (\frac{-2 + d + 2 M}{-2 + d + 2 M} + n W + 4 n W^2) \frac{Q S (\frac{d^2 (1 + n)}{8 (1 + W)} + 8 n (1 + W) W + 2 d (\frac{n + W + 3 n + W}{2 (1 + W)}) }{-1 + d + W} \right) & 0.12844287190833065 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

To show when the A allele can invade we need to show when the dominant eigenvalue of this gene transmission matrix is > 1.

The eigenvalues of the A matrix are (because d is small we can use a first order approximation around d = 0)

\[ \text{evals} = \text{FullSimplify}[\{\{\text{Eigenvalues}[A] /. \{\text{d} \to 0\}\} + \text{d} \ast (\text{D}[\text{Eigenvalues}[A], \text{d}] /. \{\text{d} \to 0\})\}, \]

\[ \text{S} > 0 \& \& \text{S} < 1 \& \& \text{n} > 0 \& \& \text{W} > 0 \& \& \text{W} < 1 \& \& \text{Q} > 0 \& \& \text{d} > 0 \& \& \text{d} < 1 \& \& \text{F} > 0 \& \& \text{F} < 1] \]

\[
\left\{ \frac{1}{4} \left( 2 \left( -1 + F \right) + \left( d \left( \left( -1 + F \right) \left( -5 + 2 F \right) Q^2 + n S^2 W \left( -1 + n \left( 4 + F \left( -7 + 2 F \right) \right) n W \right) + Q S \left( n - W + \left( 9 + 2 F \left( -7 + 2 F \right) \right) n W \right) \right) \right) / \left( \left( 3 + F \right) \left( -1 + W \right) \left( Q + n S W \right)^2 \right) \right), \\
1 + \left( d \left( 2 \left( -4 + F \right) Q^2 + n S^2 W \left( -\left( -2 + F \right) \left( -1 + n \right) + \left( -10 + 3 F \right) n W \right) + Q S \left( -\left( -2 + F \right) n + \left( -2 + F - 18 n + 5 F n \right) W \right) \right) \right) / \left( 4 \left( 3 + F \right) \left( -1 + W \right) \left( Q + n S W \right)^2 \right) \right\}
\]

\[ \text{ESSqueenprodIF[1000, 1, 0.06, 0.75, 0.75]} \]

0.128443

\[ \text{evals} /. \]

\[ \{\text{F} \to 1, \text{n} \to 1000, \text{Q} \to 1, \text{S} \to 0.06, \text{d} \to 0.00001, \text{W} \to 0.12844287190833065 \} \]

\[ \{0.60514 \times 10^{-6}, 1. \} \]

The dominant eigenvalue is the largest of these:

\[ \text{devalue} = \text{evals}[[2]] \]

\[ 1 + \left( d \left( 2 \left( -4 + F \right) Q^2 + n S^2 W \left( -\left( -2 + F \right) \left( -1 + n \right) + \left( -10 + 3 F \right) n W \right) + Q S \left( -\left( -2 + F \right) n + \left( -2 + F - 18 n + 5 F n \right) W \right) \right) \right) / \left( 4 \left( 3 + F \right) \left( -1 + W \right) \left( Q + n S W \right)^2 \right) \]

An equilibrium occurs when the dominant eigenvalue equals 1; for small d this is for W=
This is the ESS for when all males are worker produced

\[
\text{genoptallmaleswprod} = \\
\text{FullSimplify[]}\left(\text{genoptallmaleswprod} \/. \{d \to 0\}\right) \\
\frac{1}{2} \left(\frac{(-2 + F - 18 n + 5 F n) Q - (-2 + F) (-1 + n) n S +}{\sqrt{(-2 + F) (Q + n S) ((-2 + F + 2 (-18 + 5 F) n + (-2 + F) n^2) Q + (-2 + F) (-1 + n)^2 n S)}}\right)
\]

This is the ESS queen production from worker cells

This is the ESS for when all males are worker produced

\[
\text{genoptallmaleswprod} = \\
\text{FullSimplify[]}\left(\text{genoptallmaleswprod} \/. \{F \to 1\}\right) \\
\frac{-(1 + 13 n) Q + (-1 + n) n S + \sqrt{(Q + n S) ((1 + n (26 + n)) Q + (-1 + n)^2 n S)}}{14 n^2 S}
\]

This is the ESS for when all males are queen produced

\[
\text{genoptallmalesqprod} = \\
\text{FullSimplify[]}\left(\text{genoptallmalesqprod} \/. \{F \to 0\}\right) \\
\frac{-(1 + 9 n) Q + (-1 + n) n S + \sqrt{(Q + n S) ((1 + n (18 + n)) Q + (-1 + n)^2 n S)}}{10 n^2 S}
\]

The optima calculated using a kin selection methodology were

\[
\text{kinseloptallmaleswprod} = \\
\text{FullSimplify[]}\left(\text{kinseloptallmaleswprod} \/. \{W \to 0\}\right) \\
\frac{-(1 + 13 n) Q + (-1 + n) n S + \sqrt{(Q + n S) ((1 + n (26 + n)) Q + (-1 + n)^2 n S)}}{14 n^2 S}
\]

\[
\text{kinseloptallmalesqprod} = \\
\text{FullSimplify[]}\left(\text{kinseloptallmalesqprod} \/. \{W \to 0\}\right) \\
\frac{-(1 + 9 n) Q + (-1 + n) n S + \sqrt{(Q + n S) ((1 + n (18 + n)) Q + (-1 + n)^2 n S)}}{10 n^2 S}
\]

The optima calculated from the genetic model and the kin selection model are the same:

\[
\text{genoptallmalesqprod} = \text{kinseloptallmalesqprod} \\
\text{True}
\]

\[
\text{genoptallmaleswprod} = \text{kinseloptallmaleswprod} \\
\text{True}
\]

Q.E.D.